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GM vehicles with removable Engine Control Module (ECM) PROMs

PROM availability; GM no longer manufactures PROMs, and most GM dealers no 
longer inventory replacements.

The PROM you need may be available from CARDONE. Contact your local auto 
parts store with your PROM’s broadcast code to check availability. If your local 
store does not carry it, they can special order it from CARDONE if it is in stock. 
The broadcast code is printed on the PROM itself, samples are shown below. 
Typically the broadcast code is made up of 3 or 4 letters and 3 or 4 numbers as 
can be seen in the photos.

This ProTech® bulletin is supplied as technical information only and is not an 
authorization for repair.

PROM Identification Guide

For other ProTech® publications, visit www.cardone.com
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